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Fig. 1. Our VR painting system allows artists to achieve rich, editable coloring effects using 3D-Layers. Starting with substrate layers (a) that define the geometry and basic colors of the scene, users can stack multiple appearance layers (b) that are composited onto the substrate to produce the final 3D scene (c). Importantly, strokes painted in appearance layers only recolor the substrate strokes they intersect (b, intersections highlighted with a yellow boundary), which avoids the need to position the appearance strokes precisely on the surface of the substrate. In this example, we used appearance strokes to add texture details (white bands on the lighthouse, dark lines on the house and rocks), to paint shadows (lighthouse, rocks), to depict translucency (semi-transparent water painted on the rocks and seabed, subject to a vertical gradient in opacity over the rocks).

The ability to represent artworks as stacks of layers is fundamental to modern graphics design, as it allows artists to easily separate visual elements, edit them in isolation, and blend them to achieve rich visual effects. Despite their ubiquity in 2D painting software, layers have not yet made their way to VR painting, where users paint strokes directly in 3D space by gesturing a 6-degrees-of-freedom controller. But while the concept of a stack of 2D layers was inspired by real-world layers in cell animation, what should 3D layers be? We propose to define 3D-Layers as groups of 3D strokes, and we distinguish the ones that represent 3D geometry from the ones that represent color modifications of the geometry. We call the former substrate layers and the latter appearance layers. Strokes in appearance layers modify the color of the substrate strokes they intersect. Thanks to this distinction, artists can define sequences of color modifications as stacks of appearance layers, and edit each layer independently to finely control the final color of the substrate. We have integrated 3D-Layers into a VR painting application and we evaluate its flexibility and expressiveness by conducting a usability study with experienced VR artists.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Painting techniques and styles have evolved through centuries, often in response to the invention of new painting technology. For example, impressionism benefited from the introduction of premixed paints in tin tubes, which allowed artists to work more spontaneously away from their studios [Hurt 2013]. More recently, vector graphics and digital painting software supported the emergence of various forms of graphic design by offering non-destructive workflows that allow artists to edit the shape, color and opacity of visual elements at will [Adobe 2023b]. We focus on VR painting [Gravity Sketch 2017; Icosa 2020; NVRMIND 2018; Smoothstep 2021], an emerging medium that offers the unprecedented ability to paint 3D brush strokes by gesturing in mid-air, allowing artists to depict 3D scenes in a more direct, expressive, and immersive setting than traditional 3D modeling.
Despite decades of research [Deering 1995; Schkolne et al. 2001], VR painting applications do not yet offer the same level of editability as 2D painting software. Specifically, 2D digital artists make extensive use of layers to structure their artwork such that different components can be edited independently [Aksoy et al. 2017; Tan et al. 2015, 2016]. For example, artists commonly separate the color of an object from its shading by painting these two components in different layers that are stacked and blended in “multiply” mode, and occasionally paint bright highlights in a third layer blended in “screen” mode [Lopez- Moreno et al. 2013; Robertson and Bertling 2014]. But generalizing the notion of layers to 3D raises both technical and conceptual challenges: what should 3D layers contain? How should they affect the 3D painting? How should they be represented, manipulated, rendered? We address this gap by formulating the foundational design concepts for 3D layered VR painting, along with the accompanying data structure and rendering algorithm.

In 2D digital painting, layers offer users a powerful way of defining the final color of pixels as successive transformations of a background layer through blending with other layers. The order in which those transformations are applied is defined by the order in which the layers are stacked (Figure 2a). In contrast, strokes in VR painting are represented as coarse triangular meshes with interpolated vertex colors. While VR artists can paint several semi-transparent strokes in proximity to form a stack in 3D space, painting strokes close together is difficult due to the inherent imprecision of VR painting [Arora et al. 2017; Machuca et al. 2019], and often suffers from rendering artifacts such as visible gaps at grazing angle and z-fighting (Figure 2b). An alternative would consist in defining stroke colors through texture mapping [Hanrahan and Haeberli 1990], and implementing a layer stack in texture space. But this approach is impractical because VR paintings are often composed of hundreds of unstructured brush strokes for which it would be difficult to define a globally-consistent texture space. As a consequence, state-of-the-art VR painting software only allows users to define a single color per vertex, which is much less flexible than a layer stack, and must be handled with care to not reveal the coarse triangulation through color interpolation (Figure 2c).

We address the above limitations by introducing 3D-Layers – a new data structure and companion rendering algorithm to perform layered painting in VR. We first conducted a series of formative interviews with artists who have extensive experience in using VR painting to create immersive illustrations and animations. We distilled a list of challenges unique to this medium, from the interviews, to guide our solution. Notably, the challenges all stem from the fact that in current VR applications, brush strokes define both the geometry and color of the object to be rendered. Our key idea is to decouple geometry and color, such that these two components can be edited independently with stroke-based interactions. On the one hand, we define substrate layers to contain brush strokes representing 3D geometry. On the other hand, we define appearance layers that are stacked over a substrate layer, and that contain brush strokes that modify the color of the substrate strokes they intersect (Figure 2d).

Users can define the order and blending mode of the appearance layers arbitrarily, and we describe how to compose the resulting layer stacks efficiently using real-time rendering techniques. Finally, we conducted a usability study to observe how professional VR artists adapt their workflow to the new capabilities offered by 3D-Layers.

Fig. 2. Conceptual Approaches to Layering. In 2D graphics design, artists commonly use layers to modify object colors, for instance to add shading, shadows and highlights without overriding the base colors of the artwork (a). In VR painting, artists can achieve similar visual effects by stacking strokes close to object surfaces (b). However, since it is difficult to paint at a precise depth, strokes often inter-penetrate or leave visible gaps (b, inset). Alternatively, artists can use the recoloring brush (c), a tool that recolors any stroke vertex it intersects. For visualization purposes, we display the volumetric extent of the brush and we delineate its intersection with the strokes as blue curves (c - bottom). Recoloring vertices reveals the low resolution of the stroke mesh (c - arrows). In our approach, users paint color edits in separate layers (d), offering the same flexibility as in 2D graphics design. Our rendering algorithm computes a precise intersection between the layers and the strokes to be recolored, avoiding the visual artifacts of existing 3D solutions. We strongly encourage readers to watch the accompanying video for animated versions of these three VR workflows.
Software logs and user feedback highlight how our layering system enables precise and flexible color editing in VR painting.

In summary, we introduce the following contributions:
- The first study on how people paint in VR, which informed our subsequent design,
- The concept of 3D-Layers that explicitly decouples geometry from colors in VR painting,
- An efficient rendering algorithm to display 3D layers within established VR game engines,
- An interactive system that builds on 3D layers to allow non-destructive color editing in VR painting,
- The results of an expert study demonstrating the expressiveness and usability of our approach.

2 RELATED WORK

2D layering. Layers are a staple feature of 2D digital painting software (e.g. [Adobe 1990; Interactive 2011]), and artists have adopted them in their workflow for a variety of tasks, such as using blending modes to paint shadows and highlights, using masks to delineate precise region boundaries, using parametric gradients or image textures to fill-in such regions [Robertson and Bertling 2014]. Organizing an artwork in multiple layers also facilitates selective and non-destructive editing operations [Myers et al. 2015], as the content of one layer can be modified while other layers are preserved. Motivated by all these benefits, multiple methods have been proposed to generate layered images [Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013], to extract and vectorize layers from photographs, videos, and 3D models [Aksoy et al. 2017; Du et al. 2023; Eisemann et al. 2009, 2008; Favreau et al. 2017; Richardt et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2015, 2016], or to ease navigation in large layer stacks [Shimizu et al. 2019].

Color editing in VR painting. Different aspects of content creation have been studied in VR and XR: planning and storyboarding [Henrikson et al. 2016a,b]; 3D modeling [Drey et al. 2020; Jackson and Keefe 2016]; prototyping full-fledged interactive experiences [Nebeling et al. 2020]. We focus on creating static 3D content by painting colored 3D strokes. While others have studied authoring the shape of strokes [Arora et al. 2018; Elsayed et al. 2020; Jiang et al. 2021; Rosales et al. 2021; Yu et al. 2021], we study the complementary challenge of editing their color using a layer-based metaphor.

While commercial tools for VR painting provide some forms of layers [Gravity Sketch 2017; Icosa 2020; NVRMIND 2018; Smoothstep 2021], these layers only serve to organize strokes into groups. Artists can then modify all strokes of a group at once, for instance to recolor or animate them. However, such tools do not offer the concepts of layer stacks and layer blending, which are key to achieve complex, non-destructive color edits.

Another closely related feature in VR painting software is the “recoloring brush”, which allows users to recolor existing strokes [Icosa 2020; Smoothstep 2021]. The recoloring brush can be thought of as generating a transient 3D stroke that applies color wherever it intersects with existing strokes. Different blending modes are available to control how the color of the brush mixes with the color of the strokes it intersects. However, since this brush acts on the color of stroke vertices, the quality of the color edits depends on the resolution of the stroke meshes. Moreover, the edits are destructive: once the brush updates a vertex color, the previous color is lost. Our appearance strokes extend the concept of the recoloring brush to support multiple layers, and our rendering algorithm composites these layers independently of mesh resolution.

In contrast to most VR painting systems that define strokes as triangular meshes, Kim et al. [2018] propose a volumetric representation supported by a dynamic octree data structure. The color of each voxel is expressed as a mixture of the colors that have been brushed over that voxel. However, the octree only stores the final mixture, and as such shares the same limitations as vertex colors in terms of non-destructive editing.

Painting over 3D surfaces. Our work also relates to past research on painting over 3D objects, as pioneered by Hanrahan and Haebel [1990]. In such systems, users trace brush strokes over the surface of the object, and the stroke colors are stored at the vertices of the surface [Agrawala et al. 1995], within a texture map [Hanrahan and Haebel 1990], or as a textured triangle strip whose visibility is deduced from the visibility of the surface on which the stroke is painted [Kalnins et al. 2002; Katanics and Lappas 2003]. While strokes could be projected to the surface and laid on layers defined over vertex colors or in texture space, such solutions would require high-resolution meshes or a globally-consistent texture map respectively, which is difficult to achieve for VR paintings that are typically made of hundreds of disconnected strokes modeled as low-resolution meshes. Rosales et al. [2019] propose a method to consolidate VR paintings into manifold surfaces, though their method is restricted to ribbon-like strokes that roughly depict such a surface—an assumption that does not always hold (e.g. a single tubular stroke depicts the pig’s tail in Figure 2). Furthermore, while strokes drawn in 2D from a single viewpoint can be trivially projected to a 3D surface by ray-casting [Bae et al. 2008; Dorsey et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2022; Sketchsoft 2022], 3D strokes drawn in VR around 3D surfaces require defining a usable and practical projection operation [Arora and Singh 2021].

Alternatively, 3D strokes can be layered at different offsets around the object, as done in Overcoat [Schmid et al. 2011]. But the distance between offsets needs to be large enough to achieve proper occlusions between strokes in successive offsets, resulting in visible shells. Baran et al. [2011] describe an algorithm to composite strokes in an order that depends both on their depth and on their painting order to avoid z-fighting. We share a similar goal, as we want our appearance strokes to be composited according to layer order, yet account for the visibility of the substrate strokes they are applied onto. However, in contrast to methods that accumulate flat strokes positioned at the vicinity of a surface [Baran et al. 2011; Kalnins et al. 2002; Katanics and Lappas 2003; Schmid et al. 2011], we model the effect of appearance strokes by their 3D intersection with substrate strokes. This formulation is better suited to VR painting as it allows artists to recolor many strokes at once by intersecting them with a single large appearance stroke, approximately placed near the surface.

Finally, octrees have also been used for parameterization-free texture mapping [Benson and Davis 2002; DeBry et al. 2002], where colors over a 3D surface are defined by its intersection with a volumetric texture. While such a representation could be extended to
form a stack of volumetric layers, octrees suffer from limited resolution compared to triangular meshes. In our system, we represent all strokes as triangular meshes to offer VR artists a familiar representation — being to paint the shape substrate or its appearance — and we visualize the intersection between appearance and substrate strokes using techniques borrowed from real-time CSG rendering [Goldfeather et al. 1986].

3 HOW DO PEOPLE DEPICT SHAPE AND APPEARANCE IN VR PAINTING?

Compared to 2D digital painting and 3D modeling, VR painting is a relatively new media with unique capabilities. While a few studies exist on VR sketching — mostly about accuracy [Arora et al. 2017; Machuca et al. 2019] and creativity support [Herman and Hutka 2019; Israel et al. 2009] — we are not aware of any study about how people depict shape and appearance in VR painting.

As a preliminary step to the development of our system, we surveyed tutorials about existing VR painting tools (T1-10, see complete list in supplemental material) and interviewed 4 experienced VR artists. We focused on Quill [Smoothstep 2021] because this particular VR application has a very active and open community of users¹. We invited participants that are active members in user communities (Discord channel, Facebook group), or on art sharing platforms (Sketchfab, Artstation, personal blogs).

Table 1 details the expertise of the participants we recruited, several of which also participated in the usability study of our system (§ 5.3). All have extensive personal and professional experience working with 2D and VR painting software. They used VR painting to create assets and animations for animated shorts, games, immersive storytelling, physical prints. Several have documented their workflow as blog posts and video tutorials (references will be included upon publication).

We interviewed each participant for one hour over video conference call, after instructing them to be prepared to discuss a recent project that they worked on. Following the story interview methodology from user-centered design [Mackay 2023], we encouraged participants to give a detailed account of their workflow by walking interviewers through their process in creating a particular artwork, and we asked for clarifications or more context when participants would describe breakdowns and how they overcame those. These interviews helped us understand typical workflows as well as enduring challenges. Below we focus our discussion on color editing; we provide additional discussion on other aspects of VR painting in supplemental material.

VR painting workflow. Most participants described their workflow as analogous to traditional painting, as summarized by P2: “you can just kind of draw in the world, right?” They create shapes by tracing colored strokes in mid-air, and optionally deform or recolor these strokes to refine the result. Quill renders all strokes without shading, meaning that the color that is displayed is the color of the stroke itself.

¹Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/virtual.animation/; Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/@VirtualAnimation

Attempting to render Quill strokes with computer-generated shading reveals that they are made of low-resolution triangle strips or tubes (see inset), resulting in what some participants referred to as “sausages”. How then do artists create the illusion of light and shade? P1 explains: “For oil painting or traditional painting you have to paint light, and that’s what you’re doing in Quill.” Participants all had techniques to paint shading and shadows in their artwork, either by editing the stroke vertex colors with the recoloring brush or by painting strokes of a different shade just above other strokes. This ability to paint shading by hand is precisely what participants enjoy in their workflow: “I like to have as much control up front rather than relying on fidelity of what the computer can render. I’d rather have something that works because it’s well art directed rather than because the computer renders it.” (P3) P2 explained how painting shadows in an indoor scene allowed him to convey “the style that we’re going for in the game”, by choosing deliberately to simplify the shape of shadows (e.g. representing the shadow of a stool with an ellipse, despite the physically-accurate shape of the projected shadow being much more intricate).

Challenge 1: Spatial resolution of colors. In existing VR painting tools, strokes are 3D meshes with colors encoded as per-vertex attributes (see inset, top). The finite and typically low resolution of this discretization limits how finely appearance can be defined: “All the painted lighting has to be bound to the strokes, which means the quality of your lighting is directly proportional to the resolution of the geometry you’re using to paint the lighting.” (P3) In addition to placing strokes to define 3D surfaces, artists need to carefully plan the direction of the strokes along these surfaces to achieve the intended color variations (T8, see inset bottom, where the sharpness of a color transition varies with stroke direction). Alternatively, artists artificially increase stroke resolution (T5,T9), although this option should be used with care “otherwise Quill drawings get really heavy” (P4).

Challenge 2: Lack of editability. Artists often need to create assets that adapt to different lighting conditions, or wish to try several color schemes for their artworks. But because the intrinsic color of objects is mixed with shading within vertex colors, performing global color edits over a VR painting requires many local operations, which discourages exploration and even hinders downstream applications, such as VR animations with dynamic lighting. As a workaround, P4 recounts saving duplicates of her assets before recoloring them, for instance by creating a character “with just a very basic color” and only painting shading “as the very last step” so that she can reuse the asset in different lighting environments.

Challenge 3: Accuracy. Precise alignment of a stroke along a curved surface is hard to achieve when sketching freehand in VR [Arora et al. 2017]: “It’s hard to do something precisely in Quill, because I’m using my hand, I’m using my controller” (P1). This lack of precision makes it difficult to paint texture patterns, shadows, and highlights over objects, without carefully repositioning and deforming strokes after the fact. Participants developed strategies to
alleviate the need for accurate stroke placement, as is the case for P2 who leverages the snap-to-axis feature of Quill’s “line” tool to model human-made environments with large quads that align precisely. However, this strategy does not apply to freeform, non-axis-aligned shapes.

Design goals. Based on our findings from the formative study, we define the following design goals:

- G1. Decouple colors from shapes: make color edition independent of shape resolution and of stroke arrangement.
- G2. Non-destructive color mixing: enable easy backtracking and global editing of colors.
- G3. Permissive editing: relax the requirement for precise 3D positioning of coloring strokes.

4 COLOURING WITH 3D-LAYERS

To fulfill the above design goals, we introduce 3D-Layers, a layering system for 3D painting. We first present the overall concept of 3D layers in the context of prior work on layering and compositing, followed by our fast algorithm to render 3D layers in real-time within a VR application.

4.1 Background on layer compositing

In 2D digital painting, an image $I_n$ composed of a stack of $n$ layers $I_{i=1..n}$ is formed by applying a compositing operator $\circ$ recursively at each pixel $x$, in layer order:

$$I_n(x) = \begin{cases} I_n(x) \circ I_{n-1}(x) & n > 1 \\ I_1(x) & n = 1. \end{cases}$$ (1)

The $\circ$ operator [Porter and Duff 1984] is typically used, in combination with various blending modes $f_{\text{blend}}$. Assuming an opaque base layer $I_1$, we simplify the general formula for compositing and blending ([W3C 2023], §6) to:

$$L_n(x) = \alpha_n(x) f_{\text{blend}}(I_n(x), I_{n-1}(x)) + (1 - \alpha_n(x)) I_{n-1}(x).$$ (2)

Popular blending modes include the normal mode $f_{\text{normal}}(L, I) = L$, as well as more advanced modes like multiply, screen and overlay [W3C 2023].

Before presenting our generalization of layer compositing to 3D, let us first revisit existing solutions in light of Equation 1.

The recoloring brush of existing VR painting systems can be formulated as a compositing operation applied to the stroke vertices. Denoting $S$ the stroke to be recolored, and $B$ the stroke traced with the recoloring brush, the recolored stroke $S'$ is obtained by updating the color of the vertices $v \in S$ that are intersected by the brush:

$$S'(v) = \begin{cases} B(v) \circ S(v) & v \in (S \cap B) \\ S(v) & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$ (3)

By restricting its effect to the strokes it intersects, the recoloring brush does not require precise positioning (G2 – see §3). However, by acting on vertex colors, it suffers from limited resolution (G1, Fig. 2c) and does not keep track of successive recoloring operations since the new color $S'(v)$ overrides the previous color $S(v)$ (G2).

Prior work on 3D painting [Baran et al. 2011; Katanic and Lappas 2003; Schmid et al. 2011] uses compositing to mix brush strokes painted over 3D surfaces, either using depth ordering [Schmid et al. 2011], or switching to painting ordering for strokes that lie at a similar depth [Baran et al. 2011]. Formally, the color of a pixel $x$ covered by $n$ ordered strokes is given by a similar recursion as for 2D layer compositing:

$$I_n(x) = \begin{cases} S_n(x) \circ I_{n-1}(x) & n > 1 \\ S_1(x) & n = 1. \end{cases}$$ (4)

While this approach is well suited to rendering 3D paintings composed of small, overlapping strokes, users need a tool that allows for accurate color editing in depth to achieve a desired ordering (G3). Accuracy is especially difficult to reach when painting large, long strokes, as the VR controller trajectory easily penetrates existing strokes, or moves too far from them (Fig. 2b). Yet, large long strokes are handy to paint shading and shadows, as is the case in many of our results.

4.2 The 3D-Layers representation

Inspired by the recoloring brush, we differentiate strokes that affect shape from strokes that affect color, and we tolerate imprecision in coloring strokes by restricting their effect to their intersection with shape strokes (Fig. 2d). However, we introduce two key differences to the recoloring brush. First, we organize recoloring strokes in stacks.

in Quill [Smoothstep 2021], applying the recoloring brush on one vertex of a tubular stroke changes the color of all vertices belonging to the same transverse triangle strip as the edited vertex.
of 3D layers, making their effect non-destructive and editable (G2). Second, we perform compositing on any point of a stroke rather than on its vertices, allowing us to achieve precise coloring independently of mesh resolution (G1).

Denoting \( L_{i=1..n} \) a stack of 3D layers, we compute the color \( I_n \) displayed at a 3D point \( p \) as:

\[
I_n(p) = \begin{cases} 
L_n(p) \cap L_{n-1}(p) & n > 1 \text{ and } p \in \{L_n \cap L_1\} \\
L_1(p) & n = 1.
\end{cases}
\]

Intuitively, layer \( L_1 \) contains strokes that define the geometry of the scene, while layers \( L_{i=2..n} \) contain strokes that affect the color of this geometry. We call \( L_1 \) the substrate layer, and \( L_{i=2..n} \) appearance layers.

To further relax the need for tracing precise 3D strokes on curved surfaces (G3), we let users adjust a tolerance threshold \( d \) to make the intersection \( \{L_n \cap L_1\} \) more permissive if need be. Figure 3 illustrates how this feature helps drawing fine details on surfaces.

Similarly to layers in 2D painting software, each 3D layer can be edited independently of other layers (G2), either by painting new strokes in that layer, by modifying existing strokes (e.g., changing their color or moving them around), by adjusting the layer opacity, the blending mode, or the position of the layer in the stack. We also support a per-layer spatially-varying opacity \( a_i(p) \) by extending the concept of linear and radial gradients to 3D.

Importantly, despite our separation of layers into those that define shape and those that affect color, all layers are comprised of 3D strokes. This design makes it possible to render strokes in different layers: a substrate stroke can be duplicated and reused as an appearance stroke, alleviating the need to carefully redraw complex shapes when a duplicate can suffice (G3). Several of the results shown in this paper were created by duplicating strokes across layers, as discussed in §5.

### 4.3 The 3D-Layers rendering algorithm

At the heart of our approach is the concept of appearance strokes that modify the color of the substrate strokes they intersect. Our key technical challenge is to compute this intersection efficiently to enable a real-time painting experience, where the user sees the result of an appearance stroke as soon as they start painting that stroke. Since each stroke is represented as a triangle mesh, stroke intersection could be computed using boolean operations on meshes. Yet, while fast and robust algorithms exist for mesh booleans [Cherchi et al. 2022], such algorithms do not yet reach real-time performances for large scenes (more than 100K triangles). Our solution to this computational challenge is to resort to an image-based algorithm inspired by techniques for real-time display of CSG models [Goldfeather et al. 1986]. In addition to being extremely fast (above 90 FPS for scenes composed of hundreds of strokes, corresponding to more than 1000K triangles), our algorithm relies on widely available features in graphics hardware, and is easy to implement within the constraints of typical game engines used for VR development.

Rendering a layer stack. For each stack, we first perform a standard rendering pass of the substrate layer, which writes the color and depth of the visible substrate strokes to the main framebuffer. Additionally, we write an identifier of the stack in the stencil buffer – allocating the 6 lowest bits to that effect, which we will use later on as a mask to ensure that only appearance layers from that stack can act on the color of its substrate. We then loop through all appearance layers of the stack to render them. For each appearance layer, we first composite all strokes to an auxiliary framebuffer, before compositing the result to the main framebuffer. This separation in two framebuffers is necessary and sufficient to achieve the same behavior as 2D painting software, which distinguishes how stroke colors are blended within a layer, from how they are blended between layers.

Rendering strokes in an appearance layer. Within a layer, appearance strokes are alpha-composited in their drawing order if they intersect with the substrate. Concretely, a fragment of an appearance stroke colors the pixel it covers if and only if three conditions are met: (i) the pixel falls within the mask of the substrate; (ii) the substrate fragment covering that pixel lies inside the appearance stroke; and (iii) that pixel has not been colored by another fragment of the stroke. We formulate conditions (i) and (iii) with stencil tests, and condition (ii) with depth and stencil tests that detect substrate fragments that lie between the front-facing and back-facing fragments of the stroke, in the spirit of CSG rendering [Goldfeather et al. 1986].

We implement these conditions in 3 rendering passes. The first pass resets the stencil’s two highest bits from previous operations. The second pass renders back faces of the stroke and sets the two highest bits of the stencil buffer to 1 if the back-facing appearance fragment is behind the substrate fragment (i.e., if \( \delta^b_A > \delta^f \), where \( \delta^f_A \) is the depth of the front/back appearance fragment and \( \delta^f_S \) is the depth of the substrate fragment). The last pass renders front
faces of the stroke if both the usual depth test ($\delta_S > \delta^f$) and the stencil test (stack ID == current stack, two highest bits of stencil == 1) pass. This pass writes to the color buffer and sets the second highest bit of the stencil to 0 so that subsequent fragments of the stroke are ignored (condition (iii)). Using a single stencil bit to record the depth test can result in false positives for non-convex strokes that do not intersect the substrate, but intersect the viewing ray more than twice. This is rare in practice, but can be solved by allocating more bits to a depth test counter [Crow 1977], or using a generic buffer to handle stack IDs (at a performance hit).

Coloring with tolerance. Since it is difficult to paint strokes precisely near a surface (Fig. 3a), we achieve tolerance to depth imprecision by implementing an additional render pass to the three passes described above, with a custom depth test in the fragment shader. This pass colors all appearance fragments within a depth threshold $d$ (i.e., $|\delta_A - \delta_S| < d$), if both conditions (i) and (iii) are met (Fig. 3b).

Color blending and layer opacity. Once all strokes of an appearance layer have been rendered to its framebuffer, we composite this framebuffer with the main framebuffer using the specified color blending mode — normal, multiply, screen, overlay — subject to a layer-wise opacity function, which can be a constant, a linear, or a spherical gradient.

Technical limitations. While, our appearance layers could apply to semi-transparent substrates for richer visual effects, we only implemented opaque substrates because rendering transparency by rasterization is challenging in itself. Our formative study revealed that while Quill supports semi-transparent strokes, artists avoid using it due to unpredictable results on different headsets. Finally, the visual quality of our color edits inherently depends on the underlying shape of the substrate. Specifically, irregularities of the substrate surface can result in jagged color boundaries (see Fig. 4).

4.4 Integration within a VR painting system

We integrated 3D-Layers within a prototype VR painting system implemented in C# in Unity [2023]. We leverage Unity’s general purpose rendering engine to implement our compositing algorithm.3 Our prototype offers features similar to commercial VR painting software, including stroke creation via mid-air controller gesture, selections of strokes, rigid transformation, duplication, recoloring or deletion of a selection, navigation in the canvas, undo/redo (see Fig. 5a). We opted to follow design conventions from Quill — e.g. button mappings — since we aim to evaluate our prototype among expert Quill users. Leveraging participants’ “interaction knowledge” allows the evaluation to focus on the discovery, learning, and utilization of the 3D layering mechanism and its integration within users’ workflows [Renom et al. 2023]. Our prototype also provides basic layer organization and navigation features, such as 2D panels listing all layers in a stack with the possibility to reorder layers; visualization of the content of a layer in-situ with a transient highlighting upon hovering a layer button (Fig. 5b); the possibility to move selected content to another layer. We support importing Quill paintings into our system, enabling users to benefit from the larger feature set of Quill for bootstrapping paintings, then authoring colors with 3D-Layers.

Finally, we instrumented the prototype to log all actions performed by the user during a painting session, and allow users to save and reload their session at any time.

5 RESULTS AND EVALUATION

We proposed a design for 3D-Layers, a new primitive in the VR painting workflow that enables artists to use 3D strokes as representations for both 3D shape and 3D appearance. We evaluate our approach in three complementary ways: (i) we demonstrate the expressivity of 3D-Layers, through the reproduction of visual effects inspired by stylized illustrations (see §5.1); (ii) we assess the performance of our approach in a technical evaluation (§5.2); and (iii) we evaluate the usability of 3D-Layers interaction workflows, through a user study with expert VR painting artists (§5.3).

5.1 Results: 3D-Layers support rich visual effects

We demonstrate the expressive power of 3D-Layers by creating two scenes that showcase a variety of rich visual effects (texture, shading, shadows, highlights). We focus on the creation of these effects, and skip the details of the creation workflow of the base 3D scene – a necessary step regardless of the coloring approach. In practice, we created the geometry of the scenes in Quill to benefit from its larger set of 3D stroke creation features. We organized these strokes into groups, which we imported as substrate layers in our prototype to be enriched and edited using appearance layers. Below, we refer to

3We schedule rendering commands with command buffers (https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/GraphicsCommandBuffers.html) and write custom shaders with multiple passes (https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/shader-objects.html)
In this example, we duplicated the substrate strokes of the airplane and shifted them toward the sun to create a large highlight (a,b). We also used duplication to create shadows of the airplane on the clouds and ground (c). Finally, we created a simple animation of the airplane and its shadow by translating the airplane strokes along with their duplicates (d,e). Please refer to the accompanying video to view the animation.

A stack of layers by naming the object painted in the substrate layer of that stack.

Flying over the clouds. We created a VR painting of a plane flying over clouds and fields (Fig. 6), inspired by a 2D marker illustration by Priya Mistry [Mistry 2022]. We reproduce the stylized shading from the illustration by using appearance layers with fully opaque strokes. For the plane, we quickly create a cartoon shading effect by copying strokes from the plane substrate layer to an appearance layer, and slightly translating them toward the sun to create an intersection (see Fig. 6b, intersection outlined in blue). For the shadows cast by the plane and trail, we copy substrate strokes of those objects and paste them in appearance layers stacked on the ground and cloud substrates respectively (Fig. 6c). Since both the plane and its shadow are formed by 3D strokes, we easily animate them by applying the same forward translation (Fig. 6d and e).

Lighthouse island. Figure 1 details the painting of an island with a lighthouse, inspired by a 2D illustration by Owen D. Pomery [Pomery 2021]. We first give an illustrative look to the scene by painting thin black lines on the house and rocks, increasing the tolerance threshold $d$ of the intersection test to make sure that we reach the substrate surface as we paint. Next, we stack two layers over the lighthouse, first to paint the white bands with coarse, doughnut-shaped strokes, and then to create a black shadow on the side by duplicating the lighthouse shape and offsetting it. This layer is composited in multiply mode to obtain plausible shadow colors on both the red and white bands. Finally, we depict a translucent slab of water by painting blue strokes over the seabed, as well as blue strokes over half of the immersed rocks. We set the opacity of the latter to follow a vertical linear gradient, such that water appears to be more transparent near the surface.

### Table 2. Rendering performance
The usability of 3D-Layers hinges on our ability to update them as soon as users interact with them, tantamount to rendering dynamic intersections between hundreds of 3D meshes in real-time. Table 2 details the rendering performance that our algorithm achieves for representative scenes shown in this paper. Our algorithm performs 3 rendering passes per stroke (4 if $d > 0$, due to the custom depth test) and 2 rendering passes per layer, so both the number of strokes and the number of layers impact performances. Our algorithm exceeds 90 frames per second (FPS) for all of the scenes, as measured by rendering the scenes from the same viewpoints as shown in their respective figures at $1920 \times 1080$ stereo resolution on a Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 GPU.

In terms of memory usage, the fact that we maintain appearance strokes in separate layers inevitably requires additional storage compared to existing solutions based on vertex coloring. For the Forest scene that participants of our user study painted in both our system and Quill (see §5.3 below), the Quill version contains 162.5K triangles on average, while our multi-layer version contains 604.8K triangles on average.

#### 5.2. Technical evaluation: efficiency of 3D-Layers
The usability of 3D-Layers hinges on our ability to update them as soon as users interact with them, tantamount to rendering dynamic intersections between hundreds of 3D meshes in real-time. Table 2 details the rendering performance that our algorithm achieves for representative scenes shown in this paper. Our algorithm performs 3 rendering passes per stroke (4 if $d > 0$, due to the custom depth test) and 2 rendering passes per layer, so both the number of strokes and the number of layers impact performances. Our algorithm exceeds 90 frames per second (FPS) for all of the scenes, as measured by rendering the scenes from the same viewpoints as shown in their respective figures at $1920 \times 1080$ stereo resolution on a Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 GPU.

#### 5.3. User Evaluation

5.3.1 Study Design. We conducted a study with expert users of Quill to evaluate the utility and usability of our 3D layering solution. The study employs two tasks designed to gain qualitative insights into the following:

- Conceptual understanding of 3D-Layers. Given the conceptual similarities to traditional 2D layering, and to vertex re-coloring tools currently available in VR painting, we expect digital artists to easily comprehend the integration of 3D-Layers for visual effects into their painting workflow. We thus include both reproduction and free-form tasks, with a semi-structured interview, to analyze overall user understanding of 3D-Layers.
We assess this through a free-form task and follow-up interview. 

reproduce as they painted, and were encouraged to take breaks when needed. 

structured interview. Participants were instructed to think aloud only this time, followed by the NASA-TLX questionnaire and a semi-structured interview. We invited participants to come back for a second session, to complete Task 1 with Quill ultripe 2014] and a semi-structured interview. We invited participants to complete the task within 30 minutes. 

5.3.2 Protocol. We conducted our study through a video conferencing system, in two sessions. The first session focused on using 3D-Layers, uncontaminated by the VR painting learning curve. We also provided a starter painting for both tasks, to keep the study focused on layer use for coloring effects. Additional details on our study design and rationale can be found in the supplemental material.

5.3.3 Analysis and Discussion. Five Quill experts participated in our study (P2-P6 in Table 1). We performed a qualitative analysis of the logs, audio transcripts and participant creations, and we organize our findings along our three study objectives i-iii. Additional details can be found in the supplemental material.

(i) Conceptual understanding of 3D-Layers. All participants successfully completed Task 1 with little to no guidance, indicating a good grasp of using 3D layers to create visual effects. Fig. 9 features the resulting scenes for the replication component of the task (top row, insets) and after instruction to turn it to a sunset (top row). Participants realized diverse effects to match the reference, including toon-like shading (e.g. all participants on the tree tops and on the bushes), sharp light spots hitting the ground (e.g. P5, reproduction task), atmospheric fog (e.g. P4 with the scene becoming more blue-tinted in the distance) and cast shadows (P2, trees and bushes cast shadows on the ground).

Across both components of Task 1, all participants created multiple layers (avg: 12.4; min: 4; max: 24), and used them to organize their paint strokes. They also experimented with changing layer parameters, such as blend modes, opacity, and gradients. Participants understood the parameters and their ability to create complex effects. For example, P5 enjoyed using the gradient tool because “it gives a little bit of a feeling of depth, which has also been missing generally in [flat colored] VR,” and P6 recounted adjusting layer opacity while adding colors to the room scene (Task 2) because “you add pure white, that’s not how it works in real life because that white, all the colors [...] in the room will reflect on it, that’s what I liked about adding a new layer and then reducing the opacity of the gradient”.

The study suggested a smooth learning curve of the concept, with evidence that participants effectively transferred knowledge from prior practice: “I was really reminded of what I do a lot when I paint in 2D in Photoshop. There I’m just putting another layer on as overlay or multiply and then adjusting that and so on.” (P4)

In general, participants rated 3D-Layers as slightly more mentally demanding (avg: 6.4 / 10), compared to working in Quill (avg: 4.8)
Fig. 8. Participant workflows. We visualize the series of actions performed by two participants on the guided task. For each participant, we plot the different actions along a timeline using color coding (top). We also visualize which layer stack is edited as additional tracks below the timeline, using different shades of gray to depict layer order. We illustrate representative actions (bottom) and include the comments that participants made while performing those actions. We provide similar timeline visualizations for other participants as supplemental material.

- see Fig. 10 – attributable to the time and cognitive effort needed to shift habits, for example “It took me a moment to wrap my head around how it works and how the nested layer hierarchy works. But once I understood how it operates, it slowly became second nature.” (P3) P3 also conflated 3D-Layer strokes, with vertex re-coloring strokes they were used to in Quill: “My first instinct, I think it’s because I’m used to using Quill, is I’m trying to colorize instead of using them as strokes. I keep assuming that it is going to work the same way, even though it’s... it’s definitely very different” (P3).

Our visualization of participant workflows (Fig. 8) shows usage across different features of our system to reach their goal, although some participants used a greater diversity of features than others (see additional visualizations in the supplemental material).

The ability to re-use strokes to create different intersections with the substrate, an advantage of 3D-Layers over vertex re-coloring, was particularly well utilized by P4. When prompted to create a sunset effect in Task 1, P4 opted to simply shift the existing highlight strokes down “just so they’re coming more from the direction that the sun is coming from” (see Fig. 8-b). Similarly, P4 selected and duplicated trunks into an appearance layer to temporarily modify their color as a whole (see Fig. 8-b).

(ii) Usability of 3D-Layers. Participants did not face any notable usability challenges in executing their artistic vision. Looking at participants’ interactions with the system (Fig. 8, actions timeline), we observe that they were able to create new layers, and navigate the layer stack, to alternate work on different layers (e.g. P2’s work on the bushes stack, spanning three appearance layers). They also experimented heavily with blending mode changes, and opacity editing through the opacity slider and gradients (e.g. Fig. 8a & Fig. 8b). This was reflected in the comparable or better rating of our approach relative to Quill, on NASA-TLX dimensions (see Fig. 10, lower scores are better): average physical demand (3.6 comparable to Quill 3.4), better performance (3.8 vs. 5.2) and lower effort (4.8 vs. 5.6). Conversely, participants reported being slightly more frustrated with our approach (3.4 vs. 2.8), partly attributable to using a novel research prototype (as opposed to a familiar professional tool).

Participants appreciated the approach of decoupling shape and color/appearance (G1), relative to Quill: “With Quill, lighting and modeling are the same thing. It’s not a step. There’s no step between them. [...] I have to be very precise with the shape of the geometry and the poly count so I can specifically curate the colors I’m using.” (P3) The non-destructive color mixing (G2) of 3D-Layers was found to be highly flexible and appealing. Participants quickly applied changes in style when instructed on the “plot twist” in Task 1. For instance, P2-P3-P4-P5 applied a global color change by painting over the whole scene in one color (e.g. orange, red, purple) and blended it with their previous result by using a gradient and changing the blending mode (see Fig. 8a & Fig. 8b). P3-P4-P5 selected previously drawn strokes in an appearance layer (e.g. highlights or shade) and re-colored them with a new envisioned color (see Fig. 8b). The contrast between our approach, where “nothing is rasterized, everything is still very dynamic” (P3), with vertex coloring where one has to “destroy the geometry” (P3) to make color changes, because it “hard bakes [the color] into it [the geometry]” was evident, enabling rapid exploration of color and appearance: “I feel like I could make multiple versions of the same scene [...] and I could have them all separately and they can all exist at the same time, which would be
3D-Layers: Bringing Layer-Based Color Editing to VR Painting

Fig. 9. Painting produced by the participants of our usability study, for the guided task (top) and the open-ended task (bottom). Participants successfully leveraged 3D layers to give unique looks and atmospheres to their respective artworks.
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nice because it would also be non-destructive.” (P2). Going further, P3 felt that this would empower the creation of VR-painted animations: “I don’t think I’ve ever seen a single artist in Quill do like a day-night transition in real time […] because it’s too much work” (P3).

Finally, while participants did not explicitly comment on the precision of layering effects (G3), precision came into play effectively, for example, when P6 created a smiley face on the screen, or P2 painted stars on the window (Fig. 9). With Quill, P3 went through precise editing of the geometry as an attempt to re-align strokes with the bush for a more convincing shading effect, designed to work best within a reasonable range of viewpoints (Fig. 12a): “it is basically just like modeling, I match it very closely so you won’t really notice unless you’re an inch away from it and most people won’t look that close.” In contrast, they quickly laid broad strokes onto the bush at the exact intended location with 3D-Layers (Fig. 12b).

ii) Support for creativity. The final outcomes of Task 1 (Fig. 9, two first rows) and the open-ended Task 2 (Fig. 9, two last rows) illustrate the range of diverse effects our participants were able to achieve using 3D-Layers, in just 2 sessions of 30 minutes. For the open-ended task, P2 achieved a night-time atmosphere by applying a dark purple tint, combining recolored substrate strokes and dark purple appearance layers with gradients. Light is expressed with spherical gradients depicting the lamp lighting the wall and desk. In contrast, P3 achieved a highly contrasted day-time atmosphere by overlapping multiple semi-transparent dark strokes that create stepped gradients suggesting light and shadows produced by an opened door, including the shadow of the chair. P5 produced yet a different atmosphere by painting colored spheres in an appearance layer in overlay mode over the wall to create fairy lights, along with a light blue region on the floor faded with a linear gradient to depict moonlight shining through the window.

Participants commented on the merits of our approach to support creativity through quick and fast experimentation: “It was nice to be able to very quickly establish that [all] I needed to was to make that orange brighter or dimmer just by adjusting a few sliders […]. I could have changed it to blue or something. It would have made no difference, it would have been fast.” (P2); “In terms of values and colors and playing around with them it’s a lot easier for me to do I find with the app. [With Quill] I’m not experimenting as much because there’s so much more on the table that it’s so hard to experiment with ideas quickly and see if they work.” (P3)

These impressions were also reflected in the CSI [Cherry and Latulipe 2014] scores for 3D-Layers (Fig. 11), in terms of enjoyment (avg: 81 out of 100), exploration (avg: 67), and expressiveness (avg: 68), indicating an overall positive creative experience.

6 CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced the foundational concept of 3D-Layers to bring non-destructive appearance editing to VR painting. Our key conceptual contribution is to explicitly separate strokes into a geometric substrate and a stack of appearance layers that are rendered and composited in sequence to produce complex, editable visual effects. From a user standpoint, 3D-Layers combines the directness of the re-coloring brush (a popular tool in VR painting), with the flexibility of the layer stack (a ubiquitous feature of 2D painting).

Our experiments with 3D layers and our usability study also revealed limitations that warrant further investigation, as well as functionalities that would extend the possibilities of 3D layers:

Layer navigation. Navigating large layer stacks is complex in 2D software [Shimizu et al. 2019], and it does not get easier in 3D. A common strategy is to toggle the visibility of individual layers on/off to see which parts of the artwork it affects. While we included similar functionality to highlight a layer’s content (Fig. 5b), VR poses the additional challenge that the layer panel and its content in the 3D painting might not be simultaneously visible, either due to occlusion or the 360° field of view. Optimization-based methods for in-situ 3D UI layouts [Cheng et al. 2021; Evangelista Belo et al. 2022] or layer selection based on spatial interactions [Ramos et al. 2006; Shimizu et al. 2019] might help alleviate this issue.

Clutter. The fact that appearance strokes only affect substrate strokes at their intersections relaxes the need to draw these strokes precisely. As noticed by P5, “I could just make a huge brush cause I knew it won’t be seen outside of the volume.” However, the same participant then realized that “When I started doing too much of that, suddenly the whole thing was too complicated […], your workspace becomes very messy.” In particular, spatial interactions such as stroke
when painting the layer that depicts light cast by the window on the ground (Fig. 9), as she would have liked to mask part of that layer to depict the grid of the window. Similarly, layers could be filled-in with volumetric textures to depict repetitive patterns.

**Realistic 3D scenes stylized as layered paintings.** Another exciting direction of research would be to develop algorithms for creating layered 3D paintings from existing 3D models or from captured 3D scenes, similar in spirit to prior work on vector graphics generation [Eiseemann et al. 2009, 2008; Lopez-Moreno et al. 2013] and layered vectorization [Du et al. 2023; Favreau et al. 2017]. Such automatically-generated content could bootstrap the creation process by providing an initial set of strokes that users can import in our system for further refinement.

**Animation.** Finally, while we have used our prototype system to create simple 3D animations via rigid transformation of the layers, further research is needed to combine 3D layers with more advanced animation tools, such as deformations, skinning and physical simulations. A similar approach has been proposed to animate offset strokes in 3D paintings [Bassett et al. 2013], and might be extended to support our volumetric coloring edits. Such animation features would be especially useful to create dynamic stylized lighting effects in immersive VR paintings [Petikam et al. 2021], which is very tedious to achieve with existing software.
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